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~WHY LINCOLN~ 

As advocates we are constantly trying to persuade.  Trying to get the judge, the jury, or the 

other side to see our view of the case.  There are seminars on advocacy, but many are war stories 

about the big verdict or the complex case.  How does that relate to us in rural Kansas?    Our cases 

are often small, and they might take a hearing or two to conclude. We are in front of the same 

judges and against the same attorneys every day.  It is here where Lincoln might teach us 

something.  He was the consummate country lawyer.  He took cases big and small.  He drew 

contracts, wills and defended criminal cases and boundary disputes and argued cases on appeal. 

He handled mortgage foreclosures and collected debts.  For 4 months a year he travelled to the 8 

small counties in his judicial district. He was, in fact, much like us.  

We can look to Lincoln for proof that if you want something bad enough, you can achieve 

it.  Lincoln, over the course of 25 years of practice became an able lawyer but you would not know 

it by his resume.  He had about a year of formal education.  He was self-taught.  He had an intense 

desire to better himself and, over time, he built a practice and a reputation.  Do you flinch because 

you didn’t go to a name law school or graduate at the top of your class?  Lincoln didn’t even go to 

law school.  Do you hesitate because of a lack of confidence?  Lincoln was socially awkward and 

lacking in social graces.  A fellow lawyer remarked:  "When I first knew him his attire and physical 
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habits were on a plane with an ordinary farmer.  His hat was shapeless, his boots had no 

acquaintance with blacking-- his clothes had not been introduced to the whisk broom-- his carpet 

bag was well-worn and dilapidated-- his umbrella was substantial, but of a faded green, well worn, 

with the knob gone-- and his outer garment was a circular blue cloak which he wore for at least 10 

years. 

When Lincoln was on the circuit, he lived a nomadic life.  He had no clerk, no 

stenographer, no library, no system or method of business.  He carried his papers in his hat or his 

coat pocket.  The judge and the lawyers travelled together by horse and by buggy and often shared 

a table in a tavern and slept several to a bed at night.  

And yet this awkward and shy man was regarded as a great advocate and, of course, went 

on to bigger and better things.  What can Abraham Lincoln teach us today? 

~AUTHENTICITY~ 

The trial lawyers of Lincoln’s day were orators.  They were theatrical.  They could drip 

with sarcasm and scorn or call upon the saints and the prophets.  They were entertainers.  By 

contrast, Lincoln was conversational.  He was self-deprecating.  His language was plain, and it 

was said that he was able to almost climb into the box with the jury. He was not afraid to identify 

with his client.  He was authentic and therefore credible.  

It is often said that, in order to be persuasive, you should simply be yourself. This is true, 

but especially true if you are your best self. Be prepared, be organized, be professional. If you are 

prepared, organized and professional, you will be more relaxed, and if you are relaxed, you will 

be your best self.  

In order to persuade, one must be credible. Credibility only comes from a real desire to 

seek the truth. The jury must know, that while you are an advocate, your fidelity to the truth comes 
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first. One of the first judgments that a jury will make is whether you believe in the case. Why 

should a jury care about the outcome if you don’t? The jury will be looking to see how you treat 

your client and the witnesses. They will look at your level of preparation as evidence of whether 

you really care. If you don’t care enough about the case to prepare, then why should they? Caring 

is contagious. 

You must not only care about the case, you must care about the client. You most effectively 

demonstrate caring by getting to know the client. Get to know their past and their families and 

their dreams. Demonstrating a depth of knowledge about the client and their life is just another 

way of showing that you care.  

~RESPECT FOR THE AUDIENCE AND THE DECISION MAKER~ 

Lincoln may have been shy and awkward, but he was unfailingly gracious.  He is often 

described as kind.  We can be gracious and respectful too.  

Every presentation in court has an audience. When you stand to argue, or to question a 

witness, or display an exhibit, demonstrate a respect for the audience. Make sure that everything 

is easily understood. Your language should be simple, clear, and free of legalese. Make sure that 

the jury and court can see and hear. Show a professional deference to everyone in the courtroom, 

including the court reporter, the witnesses and opposing counsel. Respect the jury’s time. Be on 

time, be prepared. Don’t fumble around. Make your points and then sit down.  

Listening is an underappreciated skill. Listening is related to caring. Really listen in voir 

dire. Really listen to witnesses. Being ready to depart from your notes and follow up. A surprise 

answer has won many a case.  There is a power in listening, really listening can yield surprising 

results.  
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~STORY TELLING~ 

Lincoln was a renowned storyteller.  Often at night, Judge Davis would call on Lincoln to 

regale the audience with the story of the days events. 

To persuade, you must first engage, and nothing engages a human being like a story. Do 

we not get caught up in a song? Are we not inspired by a movie? Are we not changed by a novel? 

Joseph Campbell, in his landmark book, “The Hero With A Thousand Faces”, makes the case for 

a universal story. This story crossed cultures and centuries. It is as old as Homer and as new as 

Star Wars. The story of the ‘hero’s journey’ is the idea of a call to adventure and undergoing trial 

and overcoming obstacles enroute to an outcome that benefits everyone.  This fits so perfectly the 

journey that a jury will take. They are called away from their everyday jobs, they accept a difficult 

assignment, jurors are asked to make an important decision and then they return to their lives. Our 

job is to find the theme within the case that will guide their decision. Every case is different but 

common themes are safety, responsibility and greed. Finding the theme is a process and the use of 

focus groups is often a good way to decide what theme at trial will move a jury.  

~PREPARATION~ 

Lincoln was always prepared.  His style was brief and stripped down, but he always had a 

plan.  

Organizing the evidence is important. Once a theme is discovered, the evidence is culled 

so that the presentation at all times fits the theme. It is well known that decisions are made 

emotionally and then logic is applied to justify a decision hat has already been made. A jury can 

be moved to take action by emotion, but they must have substance at hand to take action. For 

example, a jury might be enraged by an accident caused by a drunk driver, but they will still need 

evidence of injuries, including past medical, future medical, lost wages, etc. to arrive at a final 
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decision. Both types of evidence must be offered early as studies show that jurors have largely 

made up their minds by the conclusion of voir dire, opening statements and the first witness.  

The beauty of a good theme is that it reinforces a jury’s initial impression throughout the 

trial from direct to cross, to closing. Repetition is necessary and a good thing. Repetition is bearable 

if it is interesting, creative and subtle.  

~HONESTY~ 

Lincoln detested the name "honest Abe".  He preferred, even as President, to be called 

simply "Lincoln".  His reputation for honesty was, however, well-deserved.  As you might 

imagine, in the life of the circuit, everyone knew which lawyers were truth tellers and which could 

not be trusted.  Lincoln was often against a lawyer in the morning and co-counsel with him in the 

afternoon.  

We live by our words, actions, and promises.  We can’t escape.  We can have the reputation 

of a truth teller or the reputation of someone who bears watching. 

~OUR BETTER ANGELS~ 

Lincoln lived in a time when life was hard. Most people were uneducated. Yet, his approach 

was to look for the best in people and to ask the jury to rise to the occasion. The case is important 

and so the jury’s job is important. This optimistic view endeared Lincoln to others and made his 

argument persuasive. People can tell if you are engaged and, if you are, you can inspire. A diarist 

left his impression of Lincoln at Cooper’s Union, “When Lincoln rose to speak, I was greatly 

disappointed. He was tall, how tall, and so angular and awkward that I had, for an instant, a feeling 

of pity for so ungainly a man. However, as Lincoln warmed up, his face lighted up as with an 

inward fire; the whole man was transfigured. I forgot his clothes, his personal appearance, and his 
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individual peculiarities. Presently, forgetting myself, I was on my feet, yelling like a wild Indian, 

cheering for this wonderful man.” 

~KNOWING THE COURT AND THE JURY~ 

 Lincoln knew his audience. While, hopefully, we don’t have to share a bed with opposing 

counsel, we can make sure we know the terrain. How does the judge like to take up motions? How 

does the court reporter prefer to receive exhibits? When does the court like to take breaks? We 

should know as much in advance as we can about the Court.  

~THE CIRCUIT:  THE ULTIMATE FOCUS GROUP~ 

Lincoln was constantly trying out arguments on friends and acquaintances. He was 

informed as to the reputation of parties and witnesses. We too can focus group our cases and try 

out our themes. Always asking the question; how is this going to play?   

~MASTERY~ 

Persuasion is an art. As trial lawyers we are on the path toward mastery. We never arrive. 

But we do get better.  


















